
THE CAREER AND JOB DESCRIPTION OF A CARTOONIST

Prospective students searching for Cartoonist: Job Description and Career Information found the following resources,
articles, links, and information helpful.

The higher amount would be for a full-color cartoon that might be used as a poster, T-shirt, a book or
magazine cover, or a compact disc cover. Summary Cartoonists are artists who interpret ideas and
communicate them by creating hand-drawn or computerized pictures with words to instruct, guide, tell stories
and even offer commentaries on local news. As a cartoon artist, you may draw cartoons for various mediums,
such as newspapers, comic books, or animated productions. Cartoonists that wish to get a career in motion
pictures, video games and animated TV shows should take courses in animation, video and film. There are
many places where a cartoonist can find work. The drawings usually feature exaggerated actions that
somehow reveal human nature. The majority of cartoons are humorous, and they can be targeted towards
different audiences. You will sure be able to create a work description that completely captures the duties and
responsibilities of the role, and therefore be able to attract the best candidates for the position if you are hiring.
In some cases, you may work alone and complete the whole cartoon by yourself, but it's also possible you'll be
required to work with others to share ideas and complete a project. Some companies have cartoonists on their
staffs. In other cartoons, the words appear below the comic picture. The most successful cartoonists develop a
very distinct style that makes their cartoons unique. The sky is the limit when it comes for them to display
their talent. The variety of jobs open to a cartoon artist makes it somewhat difficult to predict an average
salary for all cartoonists. Usually, cartoonists work for newspapers or publishing companies where their role
may entail using humor to express serious issues through graphics illustration. Education and Training
Requirements Cartoonists must have excellent drawing skills. Beginners may be able to find a job as an
assistant to a cartoonist, although these jobs are rare. Some cartoonists work with others who create the idea or
story and write captions. They need to be aware of what is happening in the world, especially if they want to
be political cartoonists. As a cartoon artist, you may work for a newspaper and create comic strips or for a
magazine to create political cartoons. Regardless of where you work, you'll use your creative skills to draw
cartoon figures that tell a story, make a point, or share an idea. Interested individuals should apply to
advertising agencies, large corporations, television stations, and greeting card publishers for staff jobs.
Correspondence schools also offer some cartooning courses. Beginners should also submit cartoons directly to
magazines and newspapers. Some cartoonists work as freelance artists and sell their work piece by piece. They
usually submit their work by mail or visit the offices of potential clients to show their portfolios. Advanced
skills in computer graphics is also a must in this field. Early in their career, cartoonists sometimes send
samples of their work to a syndicate or an agent. Assistants who work under the close direction of the chief
animator fill in the less important drawings. Do also share your job description if you work as a cartoonist.
College placement offices can provide further information on the range of opportunities available to beginning
animators in the television, film, and video game industries. Their job description entails conveying stories,
reflecting public opinion, and providing social commentary by creating illustrations for magazines,
newspapers, television, books, and websites.


